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Letter to: Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Subject:. Import of Nuclear Wastes to Utah by Energy Solutions

Energy Solutions' most recent ad campaign lauds Utah and itself for 'doing its part to
savethe environment.' This is at best disgusting PR slop, but it attempts to obscure
consideration of an imminent threat that has the potential to devastate this area, if not in
the near future, then certainly in the far future. Inaction by. Governor Huntsman, perhaps
because of pecuniary interests in Energy Solutions by very wealthy Utah individuals,
appears paralyzed in making a clear and decisive state public policy decision to oppose
import of nuclear waste. I oppose import of nuclear wastes for the following reasons.

The Energy Solutions is a surface impoundment built directly on a fault in an active
earthquake zone.

Earthquakes here are an absolute certainty, and the sedimentary plane from old Lake
Bonneville will act much like a ribbon to transmit and amplify shock waves from the
quake epicenter. In that coming event, surface impounds of rad waste will be levitated
and dislodged out of those storage cells. The citizens of this state will then have to clean
it up, if it is even possible; or worse, that rad waste from all over the nation and world
will become a devastating part of our immediate environment in the urban populous areas
of Utah carried here by the prevailing wind flow pattern.

The prevailing weather pattern regularly brings west desert dust in large amount into the
Salt Lake Valley. This dust, if contaminated, then impinges onto the watershed of the
Wasatch Mountains and will ultimately contaminate our drinking water, as well as the
population centers' breathing air. Rad waste should only be disposed of in deep geologic
caverns. No amount of money to rename the Delta Center to Energy Solutions Arena or
to create a few jobs, in the short run, is worth the long-term threat to the northern
population of this state from these expanding surface impoundments, in the long run.
Does the governor and legislature even know the direction the wind blows? Salt Lake
City will be forever downwind from it. The people of Utah can only -apparently appeal to
the NRC to take decisive action.
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